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give up

63 You arrive at your destination! 
How was your journey?

64 You made it! Want to 
back and try different 
choices?

65 You finished but didn’t 
get there! Go back and 
try different choices?

or

stay home

or and

o

08 Will you go by car (with 
licence), bicycle or give 
up and finish now?

16 Give up and finish, go 
by bicycle or cheat and 
fix the car?

10 Start the story... no 
motorbike, car won’t 
start – find other way?
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01 What is your 
first name?

02 Where do you 
live?

03 Who would you 
like to visit?

04 What’s your 
favourite colour?

06 Do you have a car 
driving licence?

07 Would you like a virtual 
driving licence for this 
story?
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This map reveals the logic behind an interactive 
story designed to help cyclists and drivers see 
each other’s perspective. People’s path through a 
virtual journey is shaped by their role as a road 
user and the decisions they make along the way. 

The story was developed as a simple prototype 
using Typeform.com. To try the story for yourself, 
scan the QR code above on a smartphone, or go 
to http://bit.ly/roadperspectives.

BACK TO START POINTS

05 Which modes of 
travel do you use? orbicycle

selected

bicycle not selected
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walk there

walk 
there

walk 
there

walk 
there

walk

walk

13 How far is it to walk?

14 Walk all the way, go by 
bicycle, or cheat and fix 
the car?

15 Walk all the way, drive 
the car or cheat and fix 
the bicycle?

go 
home

go 
home

finish

go 
home

give 
up

finish

give up

carcar

lucky cyclist!

50 Drive past, a bit close. 
Child’s mother is angry. 
How relaxed are you?

N Drive past and call out. 
The woman is startled; 
she falls off her bike!

irresponsible parents!

52 At the junction, a cyclist 
has stopped. Beep the 
horn, turn now or wait?

P Cyclist apologises too. 
Take him home and 
continue your journey.

Q The cyclist is upset, 
walks 2km home. 
Continue your journey.

57 Pull in to stop. Send a 
message to say you’re 
late or get straight out?

53 The horn startles the 
cyclist; he is agitated. 
How relaxed are you?

difficult 
to pass

55 It’s been an eventful 
trip so far. How relaxed 
are you?

56 You want to be relaxed! 
Stop at a cafe, walk in 
park, or keep driving?

via roadworks

wait

beep horn

get 
cross

fully relaxed

NOT fully 
relaxed

fully 
relaxed

NOT fully 
relaxed

fully 
relaxed

keep driving

stop at 
a park

send a message get straight out

quiet streetq

NOT fully 
relaxed

W The cyclist gives you a 
smug look and rides on. 
Continue – not far now.

62 You’re sounding 
frustrated. Stop to 
relax, or continue?

that’s OK!

inconsistent – don’t swap 
between road and footpath!

go homego to your destination go to the hospital

continue

it’s not fair!

stop to relax
61 Cyclist cuts a corner via 

the footpath. Is that OK, 
unfair or inconsistent?

drive car

(cheat) 
fix car

safe to goin a hurry

(cheat) 
fix car

safe to go

49 Drive past, leaving gap. 
Child’s mother waves. 
How relaxed are you?

51 The woman is OK, but 
distressed. How 
relaxed are you?

nice to see!

O The cyclist starts to 
move, gives a wave and 
rides on. You turn left.

V Stop for a break. You 
see a cyclist nearly get 
doored! Not far now...

stay home

12 Start the story... bicycle 
needs fixing – walk, 
drive car or stay home?

17 Finish now, drive the 
car or cheat and fix the 
bicycle?

he sttttory
GO
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GO

go to the hospital

U The cyclist smiles and 
rides on. You continue 
driving. Not far now...

p g

stop at 
a cafe

R Wait for cyclist to pass; 
then get out. Have a 
break, then drive on.

turn

54 The car and bike scrape 
together as you turn. 
How do you respond?

58 Ambulance comes. Get 
a taxi home, to hospital 
or to your destination?

S You open the door and 
a cyclist crashes into it. 
She’s badly injured!

59 In the taxi going to your 
destination, police call 
to say the cyclist died.

60 In the taxi on your way 
home, police call to say 
the cyclist died.

T Doctors tell the cyclist’s 
family she will be OK. 
You get a taxi home.

say 
sorry

43 Jump in the car; see a 
cyclist in side mirror. 
What are you thinking?

44 Look over your shoulder 
and wait for two cyclists 
to pass safely.

47 Pull out. Detour down a 
quiet street or go ahead 
via roadworks?

46 A near miss! You 
misjudged the cyclist’s 
speed. He looks angry!

45 A near miss! You didn’t 
see the second cyclist. 
He looks shaken!

48 There’s a family cycling 
with a child in a trailer. 
What are you thinking? 

go by 
bicycle

go by bicycle

get helmet and 
restart journey

24 Two-lane road, wide 
shoulder. Go on shared 
bike path or road?

shared path ride on road

fix the puncture

cafe

roadworks quiet street

stop at left continue ahead

park

footpath wait on road

poke tongue outsmile

p

keep going

cafe

keep going

ride on

wait till 
clear

talk to 
driver

steer aound pothole

straight 
ahead

fix the 
puncture

ride

wa

stay left ride in middle

positive remark negative remark

bicycle bicycle

(cheat)
fix bicycle

A Get on the bike. A car 
indicates to pull out of 
a driveway ahead...

19 Driver sees you, waits 
and pulls out.

B Get on the bike. A car 
indicates to pull out of 
a driveway ahead...

20 Driver doesn’t see you; 
near miss!

21 Detour down a quiet 
street or go ahead via 
roadworks?

22 Police book you! Go 
home to get helmet and 
restart, or give up?

28 Pass a family cycling. 
Make a positive or 
negative remark?

D Pass through roadworks 
safely; thank drivers for 
patience

25 Avoid dog, slip on path, 
get a puncture. Fix it, 
walk or go home?

26 Fix the puncture. Take a 
break at a cafe or keep 
going on your journey?

27 Can’t fix it! Walk the 
rest of the way or call a 
taxi to go home?

H Ambulance comes to 
take you to hospital. 
They call your family.

F The woman smiles and 
you continue on your 
way.

E Woman is upset from a 
previous incident; you 
spoilt her day further!

29 Pedestrian island, car 
coming, road narrows. 
Go ahead or stop left?

31 You stopped at narrow 
part of road; car passes 
– it felt too close!

34 You’re hungry but have 
no food. Stop at a cafe 
or keep going?

32 You’re thirsty but have 
no bottle. Stop at cafe, 
park, or keep going?

33 You’re thirsty but bottle 
is empty. Stop at cafe, 
park, or keep going?

42 Cyclists two abreast 
ahead; car behind. Call 
out or ride alongside?

41 Ride over pothole, get a 
puncture – no puncture 
kit! Walk or go home?

I  Talk to the driver; show 
‘dooring’ video. Have a 
drink of water; ride on.

36 You narrowly avoid 
getting doored. Talk to 
the driver or ride on?

G Cafe ahead. A car door 
opens suddenly. You’re 
hit and fall on the road.

35 After an operation, the 
doctor tells your family 
you’ll be OK...

23 Ride through roadworks 
– stay left or ride in the 
middle of the lane?

M Passing car passenger 
makes a rude gesture. 
Continue on your way.

L Cyclists ride single file; 
car goes past. Continue 
on your way.

K You avoid the pothole. 
A driver yells at you for 
not signalling. Ride on.

J Driver is not amused; 
he points at footpath. 
Continue on your way.

38 Cut the corner. A car 
driver looks angry – 
smile, or pull a face?

39 Pothole ahead – wait, 
go straight ahead, or 
steer to avoid it?

37 Red traffic lights. Go on 
footpath to turn, or stay 
on the road and wait?

18 Start bicycle journey – 
decide what to take...decdd .

find other way

11 Go by bicycle, walk 
there, or give up and 
stay home?

give up

09 Start the story... car 
won’t start – find other 
way or give up?

e stttory
GO

30 Car overtakes on other 
side of road – near 
miss for a pedestrian!

e ahead

40 Ride over pothole, get a 
puncture! Fix it, walk, 
or get a taxi home?

C Swerve to avoid drain; 
drivers behind brake 
suddenly; crash!

call out
alongside

g y y


